The Mercy Beyond Blessing
Now you see the change. It is upon you. All that was before is now past.
All that you dreamed that was possible, now IS. A new dawn is upon you.
It is open but a crack, but oh, how powerful is that crack! You may see more through the
rift in the clouds and clouds may get in the way of that far-sight, but I tell you, IT IS THERE.
The New Dawn awakens and, with it, all of humanity and all that is on the planet Earth. All
sentient beings awaken to the Light that is now apparent.
Seek throughout the whole earth and there you will see the Light dawning—maybe only a
crack, maybe just a glint, maybe just a hint of dawn—but there it is—it is there!
Now it is Time to shine your light abroad—to let the Light of Love seep through the crack.
The Light is for us all. It will enrapture us all. And wrap us in the Heart of Being,
wholesome and true, wise and forgiving, loving-kindness in every heart.
There it is, there it will be, there it is!
So take that crack that you see in the dark and expand the Light with all the Heart that is
within you and make sure that it touches every Living Being until the very rocks and soil
rejoice in the Spirit of Love, being truly alive to that which is, for we are all One and in that
Oneness, we can rejoice, we can BE whole and fully in tune with one another and with all
the Earth.
There is our promise, there it lies before you. It stretches out in the new Dawn that you see
before you. It will never close. It can only open wider and wider, as the Light you feel in
your heart expands and bursts out to all the world.
There IS a paradise. It is within you. Seek—deep within your heart for that which enfolds
you and all humankind. For you are the Angels of Mercy here to rescue this planet
and bring into it a new life that all may work together in wholeness—in complete
realization of all that is, in the fullness of Life, in the fullness of Light and the
fullness of the Love that underpins it all.
Here is the Mercy Beyond Blessing – the Mercy that blesses us all, that brings a new
world into being, that offers humanity new heights and brings to the Earth new prominence
in the life of the universe. For you are one among many, yet WE ARE ALL ONE.
Open to the new dawn. Sing its praises. Speak eloquently of all that is yet to come. Open
your heart. Let your mind relax and new depths will open to you and to all the world.
Sing unto the Earth a new song and let it be forever blessed with the Mercy of Love and
Goodness of Light for all Eternity.
So be it. So be it.
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